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Since 1991, Kurdistan Save the Children has worked to improve the quality
of life for people, especially children in need living in Iraqi Kurdistan, and
since 2003 we are working for children throughout Iraq.
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A Kurdish girl at the bazaar in the city of Sulaimaniya, Iraqi Kurdistan.

By Salar Kakai 2005

project reviews

what is ksc?
If you haven’t heard of KSC before, then it’s no wonder you don’t know what it means. For all you know it could mean anything. But KSC is more than just anything—
for some, it is even more than everything.
We are an independent, non-governmental Kurdish children’s organisation, working
in Iraq in general and Iraqi Kurdistan in particular. We have been around since
1991, founded by dedicated people who believed in every child’s right to a troublefree childhood. Kurdistan Save the Children, or KSC, has now fought for children’s
rights for more than 14 years.
We are working with children in various fields of child protection, sponsorship, health
and education. Our main aim is to work directly or indirectly, to ensure a better future for all children, through improving and providing their various physical, medical,
social, economical and educational needs.
Our main office is in Sulaimaniya in Iraqi Kurdistan. Kurdistan Save the Children is
also registered in the UK under the name of Kurdistan Children’s Fund (KCF). KCF
works as the international fund-raiser in London, and KSC works as the local implementing partner and fund-raiser in Kurdistan.
KSC mainly works in Iraqi Kurdistan. We have also extended some of the activities to
include Baghdad, Kirkuk, and other liberated areas in the aftermaths of the Iraqi
liberation operation. As security improves we intend to work in every part of Iraq.
So now you know what KSC means. And the next time you see us around, come in
for a visit! We will be around for another 15 years at least. For as long as the children of Iraq needs someone to fight for them, KSC will keep the door open.
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our mission
Kurdistan Save the Children is a non-profit, nonpolitical, and non-sectarian organisation that
provides assistance without regard to race, gender, traditions, political or religious affiliation.
Kurdistan Save the Children exists to support
social and educational projects all over Iraq, relieving suffering, hardship and neglect wherever
they arise and to help children overcome the
trauma of war.

By Mardin Abdul Karim, KSC 2005

Kurdistan Save the Children work to improve the
quality of children’s lives. By working hand in
hand with local communities from these communities to create programmes that are driven and
championed by local people.
Kurdistan Save the Children are committed to
supporting long-term projects, helping people to
help themselves

By Ashti Kamal, KSC 2005

Kurdistan Save the Children believe that children
are our future. We work for their right to live in an
environment which allows them to not only grow
up healthy, but to realise their potential. They
need to live in a world that protects them, listens
to their needs and respects their rights and dignity.

Kurdish children in the village of Qaradakh, Iraqi Kurdistan.
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A Kurdish boy in the village of Zewe, in Kurdistan, north of Iraq.

an independent children's
organisation
One year before the fall of Saddam's regime, it
was proposed that all the organisations working to
save children should work under the single umbrella name of ‘Save The Children’, to which each
individual organisation would add the name of the
country from which it originated. We opposed this
as our organisation’s name, which had been registered officially in the UK and could not, therefore,
be changed, included the description ‘Kurdistan’
although there was no recognised country of that
name.
Therefore, we are still an independent Kurdish
non-governmental organisation, working for the
children, irrespective of gender, ethnicity, colour,
or religion. Our name, Kurdistan Save the Children
(KSC), is registered as Kurdistan Children’s Fund
(KCF) in the UK. We are one, independent organisation, working for the benefit of our future – the
children.

an important year
Three days after the liberation of Iraq by the allied forces, I visited Baghdad accompanied by
some members of KSC staff. Our aim was to
study our future in terms of the way we would
work within the country, and to decide which
field and in what capacity we should be involved,
in order to best serve the interests of children in
both central and southern Iraq.
We decided immediately to open an office in
Baghdad so that we could identify the problems
at close range. After conducting a thorough survey, we agreed that the first, most urgent project
would relate to the street children and deal with
their drug related problems.
We discussed and agreed with a hospital that, as
a preliminary measure, they would keep the children under their care and surveillance for at
least two weeks. However, the longer-term needs
of the children could not be met by this action
alone and required the involvement of our social
researchers.
Based upon nine years of experience in the field,
we set up an office and ran workshops for the
staff, a number of whom included people with
MAs and PhDs. They suggested that in order for
the children to be made as comfortable as possible it would be best to accommodate them semipermanently in a specially secured house. We
argued against this idea as the main aim of our
organisation is to reunite children with their families and we felt that by housing them separately
we could be encouraging the children to remain
apart from their relatives indefinitely.
We realized from participation in meetings and
conferences attended by other international organisations that although a significant number
had considerable funding, many had little awareness of how such money could be best spent in

order to make a significant and sustainable difference. In many instances, their discussion and
planning failed to take account of the reality of the
situation on the ground. When the headquarters
of the UN was bombed, the overwhelming majority
of these organisations left Iraq for the safety of
the Jordanian capital and have continued to conduct their meetings in Amman rather than Baghdad.
KSC stayed in Baghdad and kept to our mission of
helping the street children there, just as we successfully did in Kurdistan during the difficult
years. We managed to collect 34 children from
the streets of Baghdad, from two main areas of
the city. We then managed to solve the cases of
18 children and reunite them with their families.
We currently continue to look after another 38
children whose cases are being attended to.
We regard 2004 as a very important year as, at a
time when most of the other organisations left
Iraq and Kurdistan, we managed to achieve a
great deal in Kirkuk, Khanaqeen and other remote
areas. We also renovated and refurnished a building in Baghdad, which can house a hundred children at any given time, and we work tirelessly and
continuously in order to promote a better, more
promising future for all the children.

Dana Hussein Qadir
Program Director for Kurdistan Save the Children
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education
by Monira Omer Hassan
Sr. Officer for Education

KSC staff has many dreams; last year was a time
when the charity saw many of those dreams turn
into reality.

When we asked them how they thought of the
idea, they said it was all due to taking part in the
activities of our Kaziwa (children’s centres). We
also saw young Zana, a former participant of our
Youth Activities Centre, arriving to head a commission for Youths at the Council of Ministers.
Zana explained to us his initiative and enthusiasm was the result of the education he received
from KSC.
It was interesting to see the reaction of the children in KSC's school for advanced students,
when they participated in an exchange of letters
with children from abroad. It was heart warming
to see their efforts to write in their best English
and the way they showed enormous interest in
the life of their new pen-pal friends. One young
man showed a great deal of enthusiasm as he
explained to us the way he uses his time. It is not
by accident that one of his colleagues at school
received the best marks in all of Kurdistan in the
general examinations at the end of high school
this year.
We enjoy more and more the quality of our children's music band, as do the children and their
families.
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By Mardin Abdul Karim, KSC 2003

It is now fourteen years since KSC started work
to ensure children’s rights, and sometimes we
find it can take that long before results are seen.
Last year a group of young people came to our
office asking for advice on how to start their own
NGO. In a society such as ours we are often traumatised after so many years of grief and we seldom see such initiatives among the youth.

A kurdish boy singing at a children’s festival at the kaziwa in
Qaladiza, Kurdistan, north of Iraq.

They rehearse with great dedication, and when
difficulties arose this year in finding a suitable
venue, they showed a great deal of enthusiasm
and maturity in finding a solution. They enjoy the
fact that all the children participate equally. They
are all given the same degree of responsibility
and there are no discriminations against the
sexes, or whether they are rich or poor.
KSC continually train the staff to achieve the
largest possible skills, and worthy of note was
one workshop that was held to discuss the responsibility for children’s rights in society. I remember how motivating the discussion was and
the points that were reached.

466

children participated in the KSC

Music Band 2004

achievements

difficulties

•
Amenities have been provided at the Children’s
Cultural Centres “Kasiwas” and Youth Activity Centres
for children and young people in different fields e.g.
music, computer, media, drawing, etc.

•
Lack of skilled and experienced staff in the
projects due to low salaries compared to the government and other companies.

•

We have made people abroad and in the
neighbouring countries familiar with our culture
through exchanging experiences by different means,
such as drawing exchanges and letter exchanges.
Rania Children's Cultural Centre and Darbandikhan
Youth Activity Centre visited Iran to present their activities.

•
Decreasing the exploitation of working children
by adults through the kaziwas and its social work.
•
Promoting Parents' awareness about childhood
and stages in youth.
•
Decreasing delinquency of children through
providing activities for the children.
•
We were able to gather Kurdish returnees'
children in one school and tried to help them adapt to
the Kurdish society, as well as overcome their problems with language difficulties through teaching in
English.
•
We started a project about dropout children in
Azadi Quarter in Sulaimaniya city. The aim was to
make them return to school. We were able to return
192 children out of 926.

•
Ruling political parties interference in the project plans.
•
The two political administrations in Iraqi Kurdistan prevent us from extending our children's projects
to Erbil, Dohuk, and Soran district.
•
Lack of coordination with other related international and national NGOs, as well as isolation from
other countries experiences - such as physical visits to
other countries for practical and experience by observation.
•
Not recognising the Children's Cultural Centre
and Youth Activity Centres on the part of the Olympic
committee and some other government areas. Lack of
long term plan and skills have affected the work of our
projects.
•
We tried to fill the gap in the English curriculum in Shaheed Jabbar School, but we succeeded only
partially, while there is a need for translation of the
entire current Kurdish curriculum and a suitable committee has not yet arranged for that.
•

Difficulties in handling the social difficulties
and the different cultural backgrounds, among the
returnee's children in the school we arranged for
them.

By Mardin Abdul Karim, KSC 2005

•
Two courses were held in the north of Iraq, one
in Harmota including drawing and sewing, the other
one in Chwarqurne including sewing. They have good
effect on parents allowing their daughters to attend,
while at the beginning they prevented their daughters
from coming.
•
Children’s rights introduction to the KSC project staff.
•
A workshop on how a child develops through
pregnancy, and what effect music has on the baby
during that stage. Participants were KSC social workers, music teachers and staff from the local authority.
Girls drawing at the kaziwa in the city of Raniya, Iraqi Kurdistan.
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child protection
by Ali Ibrahim Eja
Sr. Officer for Child Protection

KSC runs a project which rehabilitates children,
who have been living in homes under the supervision of the Social Affairs Department of Sulaimaniya, back into family life. We feel a great
sense of achievement and deep pride that this
process has managed to rehabilitate 35 children,
both boys and girls, whose ages range from eight
to sixteen, back into a normal family environment.
There are many reasons why these children end
up in care, some include losing one or both parents or family life has been broken up by separation or divorce. One such family lost their mother,
victim of an honour-killing. The children then
found themselves homeless until they arrived at
one of KSC's safe homes, where unfortunately
one of the children died as result of liver disease.
The rest of the children were kept together as a
family unit and giving the love and attention they
needed. After seven years of family disruption,
they are now all living together with other members of their family, they attend school and live a
normal life. They also receive regular visits from
one of KSC's social workers who make certain
they are happy and well cared for. Another important step has been achieved in the field of juvenile crime.
Prior to 1997 there was no juvenile police station
in Sulaimaniya and children regardless of their
age were detained in cells and prisons with older
adults. They would be accused of crimes they
never committed, and in many cases ended up
being physically or sexually abused by adults and
police alike.
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A drawing by a Kurdish boy in north of Iraq, illustrating the Anfal
campaign and destruction of Kurdistan by the previous Iraqi
regime.

This promoted KSC, in December 1998, to campaign for the creation of a Juvenile section,
which would separate elder and younger children, and to give individual follow up with specialised lawyers and social workers, working with
KSC to represent their case, and to defend their
rights within the framework of the law.
KSC has faced many problems, such as the lack
of real expertise in the field of children's justice
to work in Police Stations; and the frequent
change in the post of the Juvenile Justice Court
does not help. We have seen how non professional lawyers are appointed to lead the investigation into the alleged offences made by children, and the non existence of a proper observation house.
KSC also has a follow up care program for children who have served time. We support the return to their families and have regular visits and

discussions about any problems that might occur,
and try our best to find a solution. Our final goal is
to encourage them back into the education system, as we have seen the results in nearly all of
the cases, on how this helps to prevent the child
from re-offending. The children also have the full
cooperation of KSC's social workers, psychological
researchers and staff of the office of the young
offenders' institution.

His two sons he left with their grandparents, without thinking of whether they had the means to
support them. The boys had no news of what had
happened to their sisters. While their grandson
was in prison, his grandparents initially refused to
visit him, but after consultation and a great deal
effort of persuasion from KSC's social worker, they
agreed to visit him and on his release he now lives
a normal life.
KSC strives all the time to improve relations with
the local authorities in order to obtain paid work
for the older children, since we believe it will ensure full reintegration and prevent future problems.

By Salar Kakai 2005

It is very hard to deal with these issues, but we
see how far they lead us. Take the case of one of
the boys sentenced to one year in prison. As a
teenager he found himself with no supervision
after his parents divorced. His father took charge
of the children but had no means of taking care of
them. He subsequently sold two of his daughters
to someone in Baghdad and gave the third away
for marriage in Iran.

A Kurdish boy living in a village in Iraqi Kurdistan.
NB the picture is not related to the child protection activeties.

130

street children were helped

through the KSC street children program 2004.

80

street children were successfully re-

united with their families.

241

children were supported by the

Juvenile Justice program 2004.
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sponsorship & health
by Nareen Jabbar Mohammed
Sr. Officer for Sponsorship

Among the many achievements of last year, for
me, the most outstanding one was to prepare
and print Educational and Awareness Health
Posters with the cooperation of the Ministry of
Health and Environment Department. They were
distributed to the primary schools, clinics and
health centers, and had a great impact, for example on how to use water.

78

was the number of children that

recieved urgent medical treatment and got
cured.

During warm periods, waterborne diseases multiply the number of visitors to the emergency
units, especially among the most vulnerable citizens – like our children. There is a great need to
inform people about simple and essential matters like water usage, something as simple as
properly boiling the water for babies can be life
saving here.
Part of the duties in our department is to look
after parentless children, or those whose parents
cannot properly take care of them for one reason
or another.
We have clear policies to define our support, but
sometimes it is difficult to make the choice of
sponsoring one child within a family, when some
of them would need two or more of the children
sponsored. Unfortunately, sponsoring more than
one child per family is against KSC policy.

2833 children were sponsored 2004.
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By Maria Sancho, KSC 2005

But despite the difficult, and many times heartbreaking, work of dealing with poor and sick children, it is still worth it when watching the
children’s living conditions improving, and we get
more healthy and happy children in Iraq.

A sponsored Kurdish girl with her only support in life, her old
grandmother.

a real life story
In our work, we receive our great reward with the
individual cases — like the one of Yaseen Habib
Amin. Born 1990 in Penjween (a mountainous
area bordering Iran) and student of 6th primary
grade. She has two brothers and one sister; Muhammed, 22 years old, is illiterate and works as
a street vendor; Abdulla, 20, never joined school;
and the sister, Shukriya, 19, is a dwarf and dropped out of school in 6th grade.

have reasonably improved. The KSC Sponsorship
program has a great role in enabling children to
continue school. Some even go to all the way to
university.

In 1998, Yaseen’s father died due to Myocardial
Infarction, and since then, her mother has taken
care of the family on her own. But the mother
also suffers from psychological problems and is
sometimes unable to be the support that her
children needs.
A KSC social worker found them in 1999, in a
rented badly built and poorly furnished cellar of
one room. It was located in a quarter on the outskirts of Sulaimaniya city and wasn’t hygienic enough even to be used as a pen for animals.
Their terrible living conditions affected the whole
family, causing the children dropping out of school and trying to find work instead, as well as leading to the deep depression of the mother. Since
she could not take care of the children herself,
neighbours had to do household work for them.

The sponsor has enabled Yaseen to attend school although she was a few years behind. At present, the living conditions of Yaseen’s family

By Shwan Ali Mohammed, KSC 2005

KSC provided the family with food rations, found
a sponsor for the youngest child, and took the
mother to a psychological specialist who gave
her treatment. The mother got better and KSC
helped her find a job. We also helped the oldest
brother purchase a four-wheeled cart to sell different things on. In February 2000 we arranged
with a simple house for them. We also bought
clothes and other necessary things they needed
to get settled.

This dirty and wet hallway is sometimes the only shelter avalible for the many street children in Iraq.
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engineering
by Kameran Ahmed
Sr. Officer for Engineering

The aim of establishing this department was reconstruction and rehabilitation of Iraqi Kurdistan,
and the return of its people to their origin areas.
KSC assisted them in the reconstruction of their
destroyed homes and villages, i.e. rebuilding homes, water systems, school and health facilities,
etc. All of them projects that help to improve
children’s lives in various aspects.
The main project of the Engineering Department
has been one financed by the Office of U.S. Foreign Disaster Assistance (OFDA). It was a reconstruction project of the Shameran area, in the
Halabja district. We rebuilt nearly ten villages,
including all the necessary facilities, such as
water resources, schools and medical centres.
This project started in 1995, but has been a
long-term project that has been going on for several years after that.
The Engineering Department has since then
been involved in rebuilding more than 50 villages
all over Kurdistan, finished water projects in 45
villages, and built 32 schools. In addition to that,

water tanks

Construction of
in
Tasluja, Bazyan, Peramagroon and Chamchamal,
all in Sulaimaniya district, Iraqi Kurdistan. Funded by Coalition Provisional Authority. The project started 2003, and was completed during
2004.

Reconstruction of a municipality
building in Chamchamal, Iraqi Kurdistan. The
project started 2003, and was funded by RTI
(Research Triangle Institute).

Building

the Gopala health centre in
Sulaimaniya city, Iraqi Kurdistan. The project was
funded by Coalition Provisional Authority and was
completed 2004. The project also included the
reconstruction of two old health centres.

Construction of

1100

homes in Ha-

KSC archive 2003

labja district and Sulaimaniya center, Iraqi Kurdistan. The project was funded by Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG). It started 2004 and was
completed in March 2005. These houses were
built for the families in the area, whose homes
were destroyed by the previous Iraqi regime during 1980. The houses were built according to
the so called “self-built system”, i.e. all construction material was provided by KSC, and the families build the houses themselves, supported by
KSC supervision and expertise. Execution of such
as concrete work, gypsum plastering, electrical
work, water and sewerage etc. was done by KSC
engineering staff. The houses included two rooms, kitchen and indoor bathroom.
Rebuilt homes in Chwarta, Iraqi Kurdistan.
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income generation
by Noaman Adulrahman Ali
Project Manager for Income Generation

Badriya, a lady who had previously relied upon
her neighbours and other villagers for milk and
yogurt and other necessities, entered our project
last year. She told me that she had been given
one cow and a calf, and she now had enough
milk and yogurt for her family. she was also now
able to help other people in her village. Next year
she would have two cows and hopefully one calf,
which meant that she would be able to make
cheese and have enough money to buy oil for
cooking.
Shirin, another lady, explained to me that once
her cow gave birth she would return the calf to
KSC, which could then be passed on to someone
else, because she wanted to help other widows
and poor families, like herself and her family
had been helped. She was extremely happy and
considered herself lucky when she became a
beneficiary of this project, and she wanted the
same kind of happiness for another family.
Their perspective is often much wider than we
think. While monitoring the awareness program
and training course for running smaller projects, I
frequently asked many of the widows; who is now
the head of their family; and how do they feel
about the animal projects. They all agreed that it
was the duty for everyone to rear animals and
increase their product, so that they could become independent and also contribute to the
economical growth of their community.

By Noaman Abdulrahman Al,i , KSC 2004

Last year, as we monitored the Income Generation Projects, I visited many families in different
villages and areas around the country, and I
learned much from the beneficiaries on how well
they felt the projects had been working.

The Income Generation project is distributing goats to a village in
Kurdistan, north of Iraq.

They thought that if they didn't, the government
would import the meat and other animal products from other countries, which would make the
prices on meat go up, and this would damage
the economy for the families.
One of the areas where the project is taking
place is Dollee Jafayette, a spectacular high
mountainous area. But because the roads to
some of the villages there are stony and unpaved, and sometimes the only way to get to the
villages is by forcing rivers, as there are also no
bridges, no one really sees this beauty. During
winter when heavy deep snow closes the mountain passes, or in spring when the rivers are
swollen from the melting snow, it is sometimes
very difficult to monitor the projects.

208

beneficiaries received support

from the Income Generation project 2004.
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baghdad office
by Shwan Ali Mohammed
Program Manager for Baghdad Office

This is a story of one of the children at Albeit alAmin house for street children in Baghdad.

Ali is now 10 years old and has just successfully
passed the exams of first class primary, achieving what was once a dream that he never dared
dream.
One Eid (a Muslim celebration) Ali wanted to visit
his mother and asked if he could buy her a box
of chocolates. He put on his best clothes and
went with his social worker to visit her. But he
could not find her in her usual spot.
Ali was very upset, and with tears in his eyes
asked where she was. A baker who had given her
a place to sleep said he had no idea where she
had gone. You cannot imagine what it is like to
search for anyone in an area like Betawin in
Baghdad. It is a very dangerous area full of criminals, thugs, and terrorists; there is no security on
these streets.
After searching for some time, they discovered
her sitting in a nearby street, with a torn dress,
and her face full of sorrow. She had no food, and
worst of all no hope and no dignity.

By Shwan Ali Mohammed, KSC 2004

Ali was born, and lived on the streets of Baghdad, until he was found by KSC social workers
and taken to join the other children at the Albeit
alAmin Safe House for street children. His
mother is the only family he has apart from his
stepbrother (from another father), she is mentally ill, and sleeps on the street using a cardboard box as a bed. She exists by begging and
occasionally selling herself to men, like the two
men who are the fathers of both her children
The boys at the Saftey House in Baghdad. They all used to live
on the streets with no one to look after them. 38 boys came to
live in the Safe House during 2004.

At first, she did not realise that her son was beside her, but when she saw him she burst into
tears and so did the boy. He was holding the box
of chocolates in his hands telling that he was
bringing them for her and wanted to congratulate
her on Eid. She said she had not realised that it
was Eid, and that she had not eaten anything for
three days. “At that point we were all crying”, the
social worker said.
They took her to a restaurant were she ate with
such an appetite, that she seemed to forget the
presence of her son who she had not seen for
such a long time.
After her meal, she seemed to recover and expressed her sadness about her loneliness, and
the fact that she had no place to live so she
could keep her son with her. Ali was also very
sad that he could not live with his mother and
wished that he could make that dream come
true. … but how?
* NB Ali is not the boys real name.
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kirkuk office
by Mustafa Ibrahim Mohammad
Program Manager for Kirkuk Office

During the last year, the three major long-term
projects of the Youth Activity Centre, Kaziwa
Children's Cultural Centre, and the Juvenile Justice Project, have been going from strength to
strength. We pride ourselves that we are still the
only NGO to have three long-term projects running in Kirkuk.
From my point of view each of these projects are
equally important, as many beneficiaries have
greatly benefited from each of them. However,
the latter project (Juvenile Justice) has experienced the greatest improvement; this is basically
due to the wealth of expertise and experience
that KSC has acquired over many years in this
field.

Among the greatest difficulties KSC faces, is the
huge problem of security in the city of Kirkuk,
and the fact that the old ministerial staff are not
willing to cooperate actively. Recruiting staff
among local people is also proving rather difficult, as very few people have sufficient knowledge or experience in the various fields of child
protection. This is a result of the previous Iraqi
regimes policies, of not allowing NGO's to work in
Iraq.

The project started in September 2004 with the
opening of the juvenile detention and police centre in the city of Kirkuk. KSC has also worked
with the Ministries of Interior, the Justice Department and Social Affairs in Kirkuk.
The most moving case I came across was that of
a young girl, under the age of 18, who worked for
her father in their corner shop. Her father suspected she had had an affair with a young man
and took both of them to court. The judge decided to vindicate them both as medical reports
showed that she was still a virgin, but once back
home, her father and uncles decided as a matter
of family honour, to send her away to an unknown destination.
By Salar Kakai 2005

KSC complained to the judge about releasing her
without any assurance from her father that she
would be safe. The judge then issued an order to
the father to bring his daughter back home with
a guarantee from him that she would not come
to any harm.
A boy in the village of Qaradakh, Iraqi Kurdistan.
NB the picture has no relation to the text.
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figures and facts 2004
1.1 Total KSC income by source of funding
Donor

USD

KSC Program 2004

Kurdistan Regional Government

1 985 566

Sponsorship
DSP

Private sponsors
Iraqi Kurdistan

DSP

Italy

27 215

DSP

Switzerland

24 169

DSP

Finland

16 920

DSP

Holland, Canada, USA

14 731

DSP

Denmark

8 280

DSP

United Kingdom

7 200

DSP

Sweden

3 820

DSP

France

3 240

DSP

Germany

1 665

Australia

1 296

DSP

Other programs
Democratic Activities

Research Triangle Institute
(RTI)

74 156

Youth Activity Centre Khana- Jalal Talabani
qeen

25 000

Youth Activity Centre Kirkuk

Finland

2 400

Kaziwa in Halabja

Dutch Consortium

1 200

SUBTOTAL
GRAND TOTAL

25 000
20 000
15 000
10 000
5 000
0
Italy
Finland
Denmark
Sw eden
Germany

Sw itzerland
Holland, Canada, USA
United Kingdom
France
Australia

1.3 KSC expenditure on
projects and activities

102 756

3%
3%3%
6%

2 540 188

Figure 1.1 shows the KSC income by sources of funding in 2004. The greatest
part of the funding, 1 985 566 USD, came from Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG), which funded the vast majority of the KSC projects. The Distant
Sponsorship Program (DSP) brought in 451 866 USD, which goes directly to the
individually sponsored children. Every child is sponsored with approx. 30 USD
per month. Together with various funds for other KSC projects, the grand total
of funds came to 2 540 188 USD.
Figure 1.2 illustrates the received funds to Distant Sponsorship Program (DSP)
from international sponsors, i.e. not including the greatest part of sponsorship
funding, which comes from local sponsors in Iraqi Kurdistan. Among the international sponsors Italy holds the greatest number of sponsored children, followed
by Switzerland and Finland.
Figure 1.3 illustrates, by percentage, the KSC expenditure on projects and activities 2004. The majority of funds was used for educational activities (35%),
followed by the sponsorship program (DSP) (20%). 14% was used for administration of the various projects. 16% was used for setteling and running the activities in Kirkuk and Baghdad.
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30 000

343 330

451 866

SUBTOTAL

Sponsorship Program

USD

Fund aim

1.2 International sponsors for KSC

35%

6%
10%

14%
20%

Education
Administration
Baghdad Office
Child Protection
Income Generation

Sponsorship
Kirkuk Office
Medical Support
Democracy Dialogue

The main activities of KSC 2004
Sponsorship & Health
Distant Sponsorship
Medical Support

Child Protection
Street Children
Juvenile Justice

Income Generation
Live stock project of Dolly-Jafayatee
Live stock project of Bowze
Live stock project of Sangasar

Education
Kaziwa Children’s Cultural Centres
Youth Activity Centres
Children's Music Band
Sara Cultural Centre
Shaheed Jabbar Exemplary School
Gasha School for Kurdish returnees’ children
KSC also;

•
•
•
A

Provided the needed equipment for
50 kindergartens.
Arranged a music course for children
that are blind or with impaired vision.
Reintegrating children who dropped
out of school, into their education
system in Azady quarter in the city of
Slaimaniya.

Kirkuk Office
Kaziwa Children’s Cultural Centre
Youth Activity Centre
Juvenile Justice

Baghdad Office
Street Children

220

minors in detention centres in Sulaima-

niya, Iraqi Kurdistan, have been provided with various
support for their different needs. KSC, together with
the Ministry of interior, has also increased and modified their food rations to suit the children better.

16.293

people from different

groups participated in the democracy dialogue activities, arranged in cooperation with RTI*, in 2004. Participants were free to speak and discuss democracy in
all different aspects, and especially women were very
eager to participate and express their views.

172

youth was participating in a course to

become hairdressers. The course was held at the
youth centre in Sulaimaniya, Iraqi Kurdistan. Some
have already started working as assistant hairdressers
in various saloons, and yet some have even opened
their own hairdressing saloon.

120

girls participated in four knitting courses

in the town Chwarqorna in Iraqi Kurdistan. The
courses were arranged at Raniya and Koya youth centre.

50.487

visited the Sara Cultural

Centre in the city of Sulaimiya. The holds a library,
various newspapers and magazines. It also contains a
room for showing film. The centre is open to the public.

By Salar Kakai 2005

15.517
Three boys doing sculpturing in Sarshaqam Kaziwa in the city
of Sulaimaniya, Iraqi Kurdistan.

was the number of visits to

the Youth Centre in Kirkuk. They could there participate in sports activities, drawing, music and dancing
classes, watch films, play computer games, etc.

*Research Triangle Institute (RTI)
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If you have questions about Kurdistan Save the Children and our activities, dont hesitate to contact us for more information!
Please send an e-mail to ksc-kcf@ksc-kcf.org
You can also read more about us on the KSC website www.ksc-kcf.org

Kurdistan Save the Children (KSC)
47 Salim Street, Rizgary Quarter 408
Sulaimaniya, IRAQ

Kurdistan Children’s Fund (KCF)
77 Edridge Road
Croydon, Surrey CR0 1EJ

Tlf: +44 704 312 1862
Fax: +1 419 858 9664
ksc-kcf@ksc-kcf.org

Tlf: +44 208 688 3547, +44 173 764 4889
Fax: +44 173 764 4600

www.ksc-kcf.org
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